Date:

Company:

To:

Fax#:

From: MEIJER QUICK RESPONSE DEPARTMENT
Re:

ASN Setup

Attached is a Vendor Profile form, the information asked for will allow us to accurately set your
company up on our system for Advance Ship Notice Testing. BEFORE you send an ASN test to
Meijer, you must fill in the form, return it, and we will notify you when we are ready for you to
send an ASN test.
Please return the completed form to:
MEIJER QUICK RESPONSE DEPARTMENT
Fax #: (616) 791-5515
We request that you also mail an example of your shipping labels for testing to:
MEIJER QUICK RESPONSE DEPARTMENT
2929 Walker, N.W.
Grand Rapids, MI 49544
There are several stages to ASN testing. First Stages compare your ASN test to the Standards.
Second Stage compares your ASN test against our applications - PO#, items shipped, shipping
locations, label information, etc. When the test are accurate, you will be moved to Production
where a printed discrepancy is reviewed for concerns. When all aspects of the ASN are
accurate, the final stage is Auto Update. Your ASN’s are applied by the system when received no manual intervention.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

MEIJER QUICK RESPONSE VENDOR PROFILE
Vendor Name

____________________________________________

Vendor Address

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

E-Mail Address

____________________________________________

ASN Contact

__________________________Phone#____________

Fax #

__________________________

Partner ID#

__________________Qualifier_____Network_______

EDI Version

__________________(Must be 003060, 003070 or 004010VICS)
**We support ONLY VICS for the Advance Ship Notice

Will your format be
______PICK/PACK______STANDARD CARTON
*See attached for structure differences
When will you be ready to start testing____________________________
Do you need mapping sent ______Yes ______No
Do you have Shipping Label capabilities ______Yes ______No
_____UCC 128 Label ______Interleaved 2 of 5 Case Code
Approximate ready date for Shipping Labels __________________
NOTE: When Meijer calls you to say your company is setup for testing, make sure you send to
MEIJER’s TEST ID # 00695955T Qualifier ZZ. in the VICS format.

STANDARD CARTON VS PICK/PACK STRUCTURE
PICK/PACK - where different SKU’s are packed within the container. If you fill a carton with
an assortment of goods, you would note at Pack level the information about the Pack (MAN).
Then list the items within that Pack.
EXAMPLE:

HL*3**P
MAN*GM*00123456789000001924
HL*4**I
LIN**UP*041250093759
SN1**25*EA
HL*5**I
LIN**UP**041250078915
SN**12*EA

PACK
ITEM

ITEM

STANDARD CARTON - where identical SKU’s are packed within the container. If you
package your products in an established standard size carton; same items and quantity of items in
each box, then you would list the item ordered, then pack information.
EXAMPLE:
#

(or)
#

HL*3**I
LIN**UP*041250937593
SN1**100*EA
HL*4**P
PO4**50*EA
MAN*UC*001007044731
HL*5**P
PO4**50*EA
MAN*GM*00100704473140600015
HL*6**I
LIN**UP*041250938573
SN1**20*EA
HL*7**P
PO4**10*EA
MAN*GM*00100704473140600016
HL*8**P
PO4**10*EA
MAN*GM*00100704473140600017

ITEM

PACK

PACK

ITEM

PACK

PACK

# not necessary to repeat LIN segment for each pack
NOTE: If your ASN has both types of shipments, then the whole ASN must be sent in the
PICK/PACK format.

